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TURNOUT 2     TURNOUT 4      OPTIONS

INVENTIONS FOR QUALITY OF LIFE

Please 
fi nd more 

information on
www.autoadapt.com

Height x width x length:

Seat level above threshold, 
incl. BEV-seat and rails:

Maximum load Turnout
Maximum load Turnout E

Weight, model 2 and 4
Weight, model 2E and 4E

Fulfi lls following regulations: I74/408/EEG to 96/37/EG, 93/42/EEG, ISO 3795
FMVSS/CMVSS 207, 208, 210 and 302 (Turnout with BEV-seat)

THE SWIVEL BASE

Art. No: 415938, Ed 2

Swivels out the seat and makes it 
easier entering and exiting 
the vehicle

38x450x480 mm

90 mm

250 kg
150 kg

18 kg
18,8 kg

60x450x510 mm

90 mm

250 kg
150 kg

20 kg
20,7 kg

Turnout is designed to be easy to use, strong 
and dependable.
It is made out of 8 mm coated Domex 355 
steel and has a plastic cover at the rear edge.
The swivel has a swedish made, large di-
mentional axial ball bearing to endure strong 
force.
         

MOUNTING BRACKET
A mounting bracket, adapted for the 

specifi c vehicle model, is
fi xed in the original seat 

mountings in the fl oor.

THE SEAT
Turnout is combined with a low 

profi le seat, such as 
the BEV seat.

The BEV seat has many
 accessories that

 improve the seating
 comfort and support

 for the user.

BEV-seat
BEV-seat accessories
Rails for BEV-seat.
Vehicle model specifi c 
mounting brackets
Universal mounting 
bracket
Remote control (wireless)
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2/2E

4/4E

The Turnout swivel base is of great help for those who have 
diffi culties getting in and out of their vehicle. By swivelling the 
seat outwards you have considerably improved your possibili-
ties of sitting down or rising up. 

TURNOUT 2 and 4 are manually operated. Lift the lever, 
placed at the side of the seat, to release it and then swivel the 
seat outwards.

TURNOUT 2E and 4E are powered and operates by pressing 
a hand control button. The big advantage of having a powered 
Turnout is that you can fully concentrate on moving your feet 
over the sill. Just let go of the button if you need to interrupt the 
swivelling movement.

Manually operated or powered

- simplifi es getting in or out of the vehicle

Turnout (here with the Carony rails at the sides) is combined with the low profi le BEV-seat to 
preserve a suitable seat height inside the vehicle. 

Turnout is available for both right and 
left hand side front seats.

for 2-door vehicles

for 4-door vehicles

No damages to the vehicle
The Turnout is mounted in the original seat bolt holes in the fl oor. When the vehicle 
needs to be replaced for a new one the original seat can be mounted again and the 
vehicle has not lost its resale value.

Safety

Low profi le vehicle seat
To preserve a suitable seat height inside the vehicle the Turnout shall be combined with 
a low profi le seat, such as the BEV-seat. It is not recommendable to use the original seat 
with the Turnout.

Combined with Carony
Turnout is also an integral part of the Carony system, which is 
is a wheelchair with a seat that can be moved on rails from the 
wheel unit to the vehicle swivel base. 
By using a Carony the wheelchair occupant does not need to 
be lifted in and out of the vehicle. The user can be seated in 
the same seat from inside the house and right into the vehicle 
front seat position.
The Carony wheelchair is easy to manoeuvre and functions as 
an ordinary comfort wheelchair. It is available with 24” driving 
wheels or as a transportation wheelchair with 12” rear wheels. 

The Carony Kids is a Carony version which adapts to the child 
as it grows.

Carony 24” has driving wheels that can easily 
be removed. The unit and the wheels can then 
be stored in the vehicle luggage area. 

The Turnout swivel base is crash tested 
and meets current safety regulations. 
The product is CE-marked.


